SUPERCAR PROTECTION
FOR YOUR ENGINE.
Shell Helix Ultra motor oil provides unsurpassed sludge protection* for your engine
against damaging deposits. By forming a protective film around components,
Shell Helix Ultra helps reduce corrosion and wear, and
improves the performance of your engine.That’s why every
Ferrari leaves the production line full of Shell Helix Ultra.
Make your car feel like a supercar.

PROUD DRIVERS CHOOSE SHELL HELIX ULTRA
Shell Helix

*Based on standard industry sludge tests
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President’s Message
Dear fellow members,
This edition of your favorite quarterly reading material, the
Commerce magazine, will update you on our chambers
activities, newest member news, and the main topic; ASEAN.
In 2019, the Kingdom of Thailand took over the ASEAN chair
from Singapore. Part of holding the chair is to host the ASEAN
Annual Summit and fulfilling several organizational and
managerial tasks which are usually done by the various
Ministries. Thailand selected “Advancing Partnership for
Sustainability” as this year’s theme. Did you know that the
chair function is passed on based on the alphabetical order
of the country names in the English spelling?
Often I hear expats making comparisons between ASEAN and
the European Union. Maybe it is better not to do so, as
the intentions of both organizations are in a large extend very
different. All 10 ASEAN members remain sovereign states with
separate currencies and laws, while working together under a
legal framework listed in the charter. From my personal
experience I would say that the focus and progress is more on
economic advantages, while also exchange in cultural
heritage is certainly done. ASEAN members have established
a framework of rules for food standards, energy, environment,
banking, insurance, and a few more key focus areas. Citizens
of ASEAN members who want to work in other member
countries are however still restricted to particular professions.
Any Dutch or European company that has set up their
manufacturing business at an ASEAN member state can
enjoy selling their products competitively within the ASEAN
market. With a Certificate of Origin (Form D) this market of
approximately 635 million inhabitants can be served with
nihil import duties. When we take into account that ASEAN
has bilateral agreements with other Asia-Pacific countries
(top ranked economies like China, Korea, Japan, Australia,
New Zeeland and India) the consumer market of your locally
made products can easily be expanded with a few billion
people. Needless to say that ASEAN has several developing
countries as its members; this is the region that we will
continue to see improvements and business opportunities.
Enjoy this edition of the NTCC Commerce magazine!
With best regards,
Stefan van der Sluys
NTCC President
Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking opportunity?

Add us on Line!

Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
15 Soi Tonson, Ploenchit Road
Lumpini Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330
+66(0)2 254 6434
Info@ntccthailand.org
www.ntccthailand.org
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How does the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) affect ASEAN?
By Mies Verrijt – Business Development Manager NTCC

T

he Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is the fourth major industrial era since the initial Industrial
.......Revolution of the 18th century. We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and relate to one another.
By 2020, this revolution will have brought us advanced
robotics, self-driving transport, artificial intelligence
(AI), machine learning, modern materials, biotechnology
and genomics. Besides a host of challenges the
advancement of technology brings us even greater
opportunities.

McKinsey estimated that disruptive
technologies can lead to US$ 216
billion to US$ 627 billion
productivity gains in ASEAN.
As Thailand assumes the ASEAN chairmanship for 2019,
the Department of Trade Negotiations, Ministry of Commerce
of Thailand and the ASEAN Secretariat organized a
special session on the 4IR in Bangkok last January.
Our President Stefan van der Sluys and Executive director
Hans van den Born had been representatives of the
Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce during this
event. Thai Commerce Minister Sontirat Sontijirawong said;

“Global workforces with manual and repetitive
tasks, or low skilled laborers, could soon be
replaced by robotic and automation systems,
especially in the textile, garment and shoe
industries. Moreover, service-based business
models, especially those that utilize digital
technology, are already being transformed”.
Commerce vol. 1 / 2019 8

Thai Commerce Minister Sontirat Sontijirawong reflecting
on the Fourth Industrial Revolution
Smart factories and AI augmented services could potentially
cause massive disruption in ASEAN countries especially
those dependent on labor manufacturing and service
industries where tasks can be automated.
The ASEAN secretariat highlighted the disparities in levels
of readiness for 4IR among member states.

google and Temasek estimated
that the inthernet economy is to
create three times the number
of full-time jobs in Southeast
Asia by 2025.
The goal for each government within the ASEAN countries
is the same; bring out the unrealized economic potential
of the country. The shared vision within the region is;

“The economy and society of the future will
have to rely on creativity, innovation and
connectivity between technology and
production systems to create competitiveness
and increase productivity in driving sustainable
economic growth”

The ASEAN workforce is now being slowly forced to
change. New information is to be learned, processed,
and regurgitated to create outputs that are different
from years ago. Therefor it is no doubt that high levels of
automation will pose a threat to low-skill workers in
the region.
ASEAN countries historically speaking relied on low
skilled labor as their source of competitive advantage.
It is therefore easy to see that the shift to automation is
going to disrupt the region. In order to grab the
opportunity that the 4IR has to offer, the ASEAN
workforce has to be prepared and equipped with the
right skillset.

This is completely in line with the Thailand 4.0 policy
that has the aim of transforming the economy into a
value-based one driven by technology and innovation.
The policy places emphasis on supporting dimensions
including human capital development. Especially technical
capabilities to cater to the transformation have a clear
vision for future development and are completely
supported by this policy according to Sontirat
Sontijirawong.
The main focus will be on smart city, smart industry and
smart people. This means development of the digital
infrastructure, such as a nationwide broadband network.
Automobiles, food processing, robotics, automation,
aviation and biotechnology industries as new growth
engine. And upskilling and reskilling the existing
workforce.
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Embassy News

Thailand’s chairmanship of the ASEAN

T

his year, Thailand will hold the chairmanship of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
.......Thailand was one of the founding members of ASEAN back in 1967, and has been an active
contributor to the growth of the association ever since. ASEAN aims to facilitate political, cultural
and, in particular, economic integration. Due to its location and advancing infrastructure, Thailand
considers itself to be a hub for access to ASEAN and strives to further develop this potential.
CHAIRMANSHIP AGENDA
Under the umbrella of the theme “Advancing partnership for sustainability”, Thailand will host around 180 meetings on a
variety of topics for the members of this partnership (Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam) throughout the year. During its chairmanship, Thailand aims to focus on the ‘digital
ASEAN’, increasing inter-ASEAN connectivity and sustainability. According to Thailand’s Minister of Foreign Affairs Don
Pramudwinai this includes promoting a people-centered community, inclusive economic growth and looking beyond 2040.

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) was established in 2015. Rather than having ten fragmented individual economies,
the AEC created a single market of more than 640 million people, with a GDP of almost 2.8 trillion US dollar. The AEC ranks
third largest in the world by population, while ranking sixth in total economic output. The ten ASEAN nations drastically
reduced 96 percent of their intra-ASEAN tariffs to virtually zero. This, combined with other measures, increased the total
internal manufactured trade within ASEAN to 590 billion US dollar in 2017, an almost 23 percent raise.
Manufactured trade with other ASEAN members has also surged in Thailand. Thai exports to ASEAN-countries grew by
14,7 percent and amounted to 68.4 billion US dollar (27,1 percent of total exports). Meanwhile, Thai exports to the EU
only grew by 5,2 percent and amounted to 25 billion US dollar in 2018. Furthermore, by adopting common investment
regimes and working towards financial integration, the AEC has managed to attract 135 billion US dollars of Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in 2017, most of which comes from fellow ASEAN members. These dramatic increases in internal
trade and investment show the establishment of ASEAN as more than a sum of its parts. The AEC within ASEAN is a single
production base in which ASEAN-based businesses can extend their value chains while being able to access the third
biggest consumer market in terms of population.
During Thailand’s chairmanship, the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) will remain one of the agenda
items. The RCEP is a proposed free trade agreement between
ASEAN and Australia, China, India, Japan, South-Korea and
New Zealand. The partnership is expected to be finalized this
year. The RCEP will be the largest economic block in the world,
and will cover 40% of the global economy.
During their bilateral meeting in February, Thai Minister of
Foreign Affairs Don and Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Blok
also discussed Thailand’s ASEAN chairmanship.
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Embassy News
THAILAND AS ASEAN HUB
Approaching Thailand as an integral part of ASEAN means approaching Thailand as a hub within ASEAN. Thailand is
strategically located to serve Southeast Asian markets and is rapidly expanding its infrastructure and industries to
serve the wider region. The Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) is a large scale development project, in which the Thai
government expects 50 billion US dollar worth of investments in the provinces of Rayong, Chonburi and Chachoengsao
in the next 5 years. The Thai government aims to attract a substantial amount of Foreign Direct Investment in a range
of industries, ranging from the automotive industry to Bio-Chemicals.
Five infrastructure projects connected to the EEC have been approved by the Thai government. These include the further
development of Laem Chabang and Map Ta Phut port, a high-speed rail route and a double-track railway through
the eastern provinces, the expansion of U-Tapao International Airport and the creation of a Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) center for aircrafts.

LOOKING FORWARD
The potential of ASEAN is evident. Surging trade and investment, coupled with a young (the median age is around 30)
and rapidly urbanizing population, are projected to boost ASEAN’s economic growth rate with 5 percent per year in
the next 5 years. By focusing on the theme “Advancing partnership for sustainability” during its chairmanship, Thailand
will continue looking forward and will take up its role in facilitating both ASEAN’s regional ambitions as well as its own
ambitions.

ASEAN Dutch Chamber Network
The Dutch chambers in the ASEAN region together with
representatives of Nuffic NESO and NLinBusiness came
together at the end of November last year (see picture).
The six chambers work together under the ASEAN Dutch
Chamber Network (ADCN). The organization consist
of the Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce NTCC
(Thailand), Malaysian Dutch Business Council MDBC
(Malaysia), ADB – DutchCham (Singapore), Dutch Business
Association Vietnam DBAV (Vietnam), Dutch Business
Network Indonesia DBNI (Indonesia) and the Dutch
Chamber of Commerce in the Philippines DCCP (Philippines).
Those six chambers agreed to promote the ADCN more
actively, better streamline the memberships, and provide
better opportunities for their members to attend events
from other chambers in the region. Furthermore the
ADCN will support the Dutch business interest in the
ASEAN. One great example is the initiative of the Dutch
Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Economic Affairs, called
the ASEAN Business Dialogue (ABD).
ABD brings together the Heads of the Economic
Department of the Dutch embassies in the ASEAN region
(as well as other APAC countries) and representatives
of the 6 Dutch chambers in ASEAN with corporate
representatives, business owners, and entrepreneurs
in a so called ASEAN+ Business Dialogue Matchmaking
session.

Executive directors of the ADCN network together
with representatives of Nuffic NESO and NLinBusiness
came together for a meeting in November last year.
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ASEAN Trade Highlights towering Thailand’s chairmanship
By Suphakarn (Earng) Varinpramote – External Connections & Partnerships Manager & Mies Verrijt, – Business
Development Manager Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

I

n light of Thailand’s chairmanship of ASEAN for the year 2019, we cordially present ASEAN trade trends
....with a Dutch touch produced by the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce in Bangkok, based on
statistics from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN, Statistical yearbook), Bank of
Thailand, Thai Customs Department, and Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
“ASEAN”, or namely The Association of Southeast Asian Nations is one of the longest standing integration pact of the
world since 1967, with 10 member states being Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei, Vietnam,
Laos, Myanmar, and Cambodia. The region boasts a combined GDP of roughly 2.77 trillion dollars as of 2017, with
predictions for enviable GDP growth rates of around 5.3 percent per year through 2019. The combined GDP makes
ASEAN the third largest economy in Asia and the seventh largest, globally. For half a century, ASEAN has pivoted its role
in the region from maintaining political stability, promoting trade and investment cooperation, and fostering the ‘we-feeling’
and community spirit among member states. The original ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) later on manifested into the
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), one of the three pillars of ASEAN’s cooperation.

ASEAN TRENDS TO-WATCH
Aside from the 160+ policy-level consultation meetings to be held, Thailand’s role as ASEAN’s chair for the year 2019
brings about various challenges and opportunities for the private sector. We’d like to bring to your attention some of the
key happenings and deliverables Thailand has on the agenda; some key trends to look-out for
1. 4IR & Innovation is coming
Digital integration is high on the agenda and ASEAN is on a
roll to prepare member states for the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR). Committees of experts are geared in to roll
out the ASEAN Innovation Roadmap 2019-2025: Partnering
for an Innovative Community. Guidelines will be drawn to
upgrade the region’s workforce in preparation for the 4IR. Common
targeted industries will be identified via the declaration on
ASEAN Industrial Transformation to Industry 4.0.
2. ASEAN Single Window to be launched for

Brunei by the end of its chairmanship. This marks a
significant step since the projection of trade for Thailand
with CLMV countries is on the rise.
3. ASEAN Gastronomy Tourism Network
Tourism has long been the key to economic driving forces for
ASEAN integration. Thailand will take the first steps to nurture
ASEAN as the Region of Gastronomy; combining gastronomic
experiences of the Southeast Asian dining scene towards
forming the ASEAN Gastronomy Tourism Network.

remaining 5 countries

4. RCEP as top priority, cherry-on-top for Thailand’s

Originally, goods traded between ASEAN countries always
required a physical certificate of origin to quality for AFTA
(ASEAN Free Trade Agreement) benefits. With the ASEAN
Single Window, different single-window documentation
systems for each ASEAN member will be integrated
electronically via the digital certificate of origin namely ‘Form D’.
The ASW has already been launched for the five ASEAN
nations (Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Malaysia and
Indonesia). Thailand will work hard to regulate the digital
infrastructure for the rest to accommodate the launch of
ASW in Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines and

The long over-due Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) will eventually become the largest
multilateral trade pact [28% of global GDP, 30% of world
trade] in history constituting the 10 ASEAN countries with
key trading partners; China, India, Japan, South Korea,
Australia, and New Zealand. The conclusion of the RCEP
will definitely signal strength and is the cherry on top of
what ASEAN stands for in its economic value of integration
and open up new opportunities for companies in
the region.

chairmanship
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5. ASEAN-EU FTA back on the table
Last month the European Parliament approved the free trade pact between the EU and the Republic of Singapore, the
EU-Singapore Free Trade Agreement (EUSFTA). The trade pact signals both sides strong commitment to free trade at a time
of increasing protectionism and is also seen as a prelude to a future FTA between the EU and the ASEAN nations. Singapore
hopes to establish groundwork for cooperation to support the success for ASEAN-EU FTA whereby negotiations are finally
back in action after over a decade of hiatus.

DUTCH COMPANIES IN ASEAN
It is not a surprise to discover that many international companies are utilizing Thailand and other countries in ASEAN as a
basis to penetrate the Southeast Asian market. NTCC member companies are no different. Let us hear from them on doing
business in ASEAN from the perspective of their respective industries. On the tourism side, we have YAANA Ventures, Asia’s
leading experience-based destination management company and on the manufacturing circuit, Kirloskar Brothers, world
class pump manufacturing company with expertise in engineering and manufacture of fluid management systems

With each of our ventures spread across Thailand, Cambodia,
Laos, Vietnam, Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and the Maldives,
we aim to provide an off-the-beaten track experience where
sustainability and community-development are prioritised; whether
it be providing specialised destination management sevices,
educational travel programs for students, or undiluted immersion
in nature at our various ecolodges and conservation projects.
When it comes to investment and doing business in the tourism
sector ASEAN is a no-brainer; it’s the sixth-largest economy in
the world with Travel & Tourism contributing 12.4% of total
GDP, nearly 4% above most of the other world’s regions.
When working in the tourism industry, accessibility and ease
of movement are two vital factors that affect our clientele and
need to be considered.
“
Willem Niemeijer
CEO YAANA Ventures

Kirloskar Brothers and its subsidiaries RODELTA and SPP Pumps in
the ASEAN region is a manufacturer of pumps and booster and fire
pump systems with its main factory based in Amata Nakorn Chonburi
with sales and service offices throughout ASEAN in Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Cambodia and Vietnam.
Kirloskar Brothers main base is in Thailand due to the favorable
investment promotions as well as the central location within ASEAN
with great road, sea and airways available. The connectivity between
ASEAN countries is improving allowing us to reduce lead times via
road and sea.
Our main business is supplying pumping solutions building &
construction, oil and gas, industries, power and water throughout
the ASEAN region. From a business perspective we still see challenges
in implanting the free trade and electronic and logistics connectivity
to support this.
”
Remko Vleesch Dubois
CEO Kirloskar Brothers Thailand
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NTCC Nexus – New Year Cocktail 2019

T

hursday 24 January we toasted on 2019 with over 120 members and friends from the NTCC
.......community. Prior to this toast was the Customer Delight presentation of our chambers first
executive director, Marieke van der Laan. We thank Marieke for sharing her insights with us! This
year’s NTCC Nexus New Year Cocktail was hosted by the Landmark hotel Bangkok. It was an
evening of re-connecting, celebrating the New Year and looking ahead for 2019. Special thanks to
our event sponsor Samitivej Hospitals for this great NTCC Nexus evening! Congratulations to all the
lucky draw winners who received the Samitivej hospital heart checkup or tickets for the performance
of comedian Leon van der Zanden in the garden of our Ambassador.
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NTCC Events

CFO DINNER TALK

CHIANG MAI CONNECT BY NTCC

On Wednesday 13 February, the NTCC hosted the CFO
Dinner talk at Park Hyatt Bangkok. The Dutch hotel
manager Ruben Schrijver and NTCC’s executive
director Hans van den Born welcomed the guests at the
fabulous rooftop of the hotel. The evening continued
with a discussion on relevant topics in the world of finance.

On Friday 22th of February NTCC hosted their bi-monthly
Chiang Mai Connect by NTCC. This edition was all about
diversity in the workplace.

We are very pleased to say that 10 CFO’s from various
NTCC member companies attended the evening. We
want to thank you all for attending and we hope to see
you again at the upcoming CFO dinners! A special thank
goes to Ruben Schrijver, hotel manager Park Hyatt
Bangkok and Tom Leenders, TMF Group (Thailand)
Limited for sponsoring this evening.

Both expert speakers, Co-chairman OUT Business network
and workplace pride, Paul Overdijk and Lead organizer
Chiang Mai Pride, Best Chitsanupong Nithiwana where
moderated by NTCC executive director Hans van den
Born. We were much honored to have these speakers at
our event and sharing their knowledge with us.
The event was hosted at Regus at Chiang Mai Icon Park.
We want to thank all the sponsors, partners and everyone
who participated the event and hope to see you again at
the upcoming Chiang Mai Connect event on May 15!

STUDENTS VISITING OUR CHAMBER

NTCC DELEGATION AT BANGKOK RANCH

On Thursday 21 February we had a group of thirty Stenden
students from the minor “marketing management in
ASIA” visiting our office. All students were welcomed
with coffee, thee and Dutch “Stroopwafels”. A lecture on
the activities of the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
in Thailand followed. The lecture ended with a one hour
Q&A session with speaker and NTCC executive director
Hans van den Born. The students ended their visit with a
group picture in the garden of the Netherlands Embassy. We
were happy to facilitate this visit and inspire the Dutch
and Belgium students of our member Stenden University
to do business in Thailand!

On 12 March we had a large delegation of Dutch VIV Asia
Trade exhibitors, Agricultural Counselors and other NTCC
members visiting our loyal Thai-Dutch partner Bangkok
Ranch group at their newly opened Head Office in
Bangplee, Bangkok.
An interactive session with Khun Joseph Suchaovanich
and his BR team on technology innovations, product
market trends and business opportunities took place,
followed by a great networking lunch enjoying the freshly
prepared variety of their Duck meat products at their
new innovation kitchen!
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NTCC Events
NTCCAFÉ - SPECIAL EDITION
On Monday 4 March we had a special edition of the NTCCafé. This time we transformed our event into a mini concert
with the “Biggles Big Band” from Amsterdam.
More than 150 NTCC members and friends from the Nederlandse Vereniging Thailand (NVT), MKB Thailand, Belgium
Luxembourg Thai Chamber of Commerce (BeLuThai) and Stenden University have jointed this special edition, which
took place at the BarSu Bangkok, underneath The Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit.
We would like to thank all participants and especially our member Gerard van Hal for kindly sponsoring the band.

NTCC Events

MANUFACTURING VISIT HEINEKEN

BAKER MCKENZIE LEGAL UPDATE BY NTCC

On Friday 1 March we had the opportunity to visit our
member Thai Asia Pacific Brewery Co., Ltd. in
Nonthaburi. During this visit a good mix of twenty Dutch
and Thai NTCC members joined us.

On Tuesday 26 March we organized a breakfast meeting
at the the The Athenee Hotel in Bangkok. Baker
McKenzie’s Senior Associate, Benedict Yong, delivered
an outline of the recent changes in the Thai law that
companies need to take into consideration.

Did you know that the NTCC business awards are also
mentioned in the “Copper Hopper” museum?
It is great to see that the 2008 “NTCC Best multinational
company award” and the 2010 “NTCC Business award”
belong to the highlights in the history of Thai Asia Pacific
Brewery Co., Ltd.
We would like to thank TAPB for being such a great host.
We had an eventful and interesting afternoon!

This breakfast meeting offered a legal and practical
insight into how the new changes in law can positively
and negatively impact your company and how you
should respond to these changes.
We would like to thank Mr. Benedict Young for his
insights during this presentation and Baker McKenzie
for making this possible.

A WORLD OF

OPPORTUNITY
Through learning environments such as our on-site Outdoor
Classroom, we inspire children to discover passions and interests
by exposing them to experiences in and beyond the classroom.
This combined with the rigour of a strong academic programme
gives them the foundations to become global citizens who shape
their world through independence, empathy, creativity and
critical thinking.

admissions@patana.ac.th
Tel: +66 (0) 2785 2200
www.patana.ac.th
Bangkok Patana is a not for profit, IB World School accredited by CIS

New corporate members

HEXA CERAM Co., Ltd.
213 Moo 5
Sanpraned, Sansai
Chiang Mai 50210
T: +66 53350801
E: anucha@hexadentallab.com
W: www.hexadentallab.com

Anucha Meekiatichakun
Managing Director

HEXA CERAM is the largest and full service dental laboratory
in Thailand with high international standard, which supplies
from Removable denture, Crown and Bridges, Orthodontics
appliance and anti-snoring devices.
We provide high quality products and durability from our
world class manufacturing facilities. Our experience allows
us to understand and anticipate on the varied needs of our
global customers. Currently, we also produced by CAD/CAM
advance technology which accept all intra oral scanning
files.

Green Eye Solutions B.V.
Amersfoortseweg 58
3951 LC Utrechtse Heuvelrug
The Netherlands
T: +31 621459570
E: ed@greeneyesolutions.nl

Ed Meijer
Owner and CEO

My name is Ed Meijer and I am the owner and CEO of Green
Eye Solutions BV. I started my business in the world of EV in
2011 together with GreenFlux in the Netherlands.Responsible
for all the operational work in the field with our knowledge to install
chargepoints through the whole Benelux.About Green Eye
Solutions B.V. : Started in 2018 specially for the Asian market
and powered by Squip B.V also from the Netherlands and also
owned by us. To stimulate electric driving as the new standard
in mobility, we provide EV-solutions for charging networks. The
transactions of connected charge stations can be tracked. The
made transactions be settled through a management system
in the back office. Furthermore, we offer a smart way to
respond and connect to the offer of renewable energy.

Thai Union Group Public Company Ltd. Leonardus Coolen
979/12 M Floor S.M. Tower
Managing Director of
Phaholyothin Road, Phaya Thai,
Marine Ingredients
Phaya Thai, Bangkok 10400
T: +66 22980021
E: leonardus.coolen@thaiunion.com
W: www.hexadentallab.com

Westerman Multimodal Logistics
Meeleweg 74
7711 EP Nieuwleusen
The Netherlands
T: +66 886711328
E: kvdberk@westermanlogistics.com
W: www.westermanlogistics.com

Thai Union Group PCL is the world’s seafood leader bringing
high quality, healthy, tasty and innovative seafood products to
customers across the world for more than 40 years, proud of
our global brand portfolio. Our vision is to become the world’s
most trusted seafood leader, caring for our resources to nurture
generations to come. As a company, we are firmly committed
to innovative, sustainable and ethical business practices,
encouraging globally responsible behavior at every level. Thai
Union is proud to be a member of the United Nations Global
Compact, and a founding member of the International Seafood
Sustainability Foundation (ISSF). In 2015, Thai Union introduced
its SeaChange® sustainability strategy.

Westerman Multimodal Logistics was founded in 1892. The
company is based in Nieuwleusen (near Zwolle) in The
Netherlands. Privately owned. The product portfolio consists of
the following logistical services:

Thai Union’s on-going work on sustainability issues was
recognized by its inclusion in the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index Emerging Markets (DJSI) in 2014. In 2018, Thai Union
was rated No. 1 in the Food Products Industry in the DJSI,
while also being listed for the fifth straight year. Thai Union is
also part of the FTSE4Good Emerging Index.
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Kees van den Berk
Sales Manager
South-East Asia

- International (Europe) intermodal road- and railway
as well as shortsea services to all European countries.
- Domestic (Benelux) distribution of palletized and
non-palletized (bicycles and furniture) goods.
- Intermodal national transport of containers: own
inland barges with daily departures to Rotterdam and
Antwerp, terminal-, container stuffing-, stowing- and
forwarding services.
- Warehousing (100.000m²)
- Value added services (assembly, light technical work).
Due to its position in the north east of The Netherlands, Westerman
can provide sufficient transport and assembly (human)
capacity to attractive rates and serve large volumes that need
to be stored, assembled and transported throughout Europe.

New corporate members

Socialgiver
110/1,Krung Thonburi Road
Banglamphulang, Khlongsan
Bangkok 10600
T: +66 624582626
E: aliza@socialgiver.com
W: www.socialgiver.com

Aliza Napartivaumnuay
Co-Founder

Movenpick BDMS Wellness Resort
Bangkok
2 Wireless Road Lumpini, Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330
T: +66 2 666 3333
E: resort.bdms.info@movenpick.com
W:www.movenpick.com

Mr. Bruno Huber

General Manager

Socialgiver is a lifestyle social enterprise startup on a
mission to change the world.
We bridge the gap between (i) Businesses, (ii) People, and
(iii) Social Projects, through innovative social solutions and
creative social projects. Our lifestyle and travel platform on
Socialgiver.com and our mobile application aim to solve
some of the world’s most pressing social and environmental
issue by converting spare service capacity in the hospitality
and travel sector (hotels, restaurants, activities, event) into
social impact. We make this possible by connecting people,
businesses and projects in a unique way that creates shared
value.Socialgiver officially launched in May 2015 and currently
works with over 200 top brands to give back more
effectively. Socialgiver is focused on building communities
through collaborative partnerships from all sides.

Mövenpick BDMS Wellness Resort Bangkok is a classically
elegant retreat in the buzzing centre of Bangkok. With a holistic
concept of healthy living, the resort refine decor hosts every
modern convenience to take stress away, reflecting
Mövenpick renowned commitment to genuine comforts
delivered exceptionally well. The resort offers a variety of
dining venues serving healthy options, from fresh organic
smoothies at Sala Pool Bar to gluten-free pastries at Rim
Klong. Mövenpick BDMS Wellness Resort Bangkok offer 14
spacious meeting rooms covering 1303 sqm. For corporate
groups, wedding, and Social events. The resort is directly
connected to BDMS Wellness Clinic and located only 45 minutes
by car from Suvarnabhumi and Don Muang International
Airport and just few minutes walk from Thailand’s most prestigious
shopping center, and BTS sky train Ploenchit station.

Sino-Pacific Trading (Thailand)
Co., Ltd.
122/2-3 Nonsi
Chongnonsi Yannawa
Bangkok 10120
T: +66 2 6815081
E: nittaya@sino.co.th
W: http://www.sino.co.th/

EAST WEST Trading & Agencies
Co.,Ltd.
35/2 Yen-Akart 3 Chongnonsee
Yannawa , Bangkok 10120
T: +66 2856213
E: amorn@ewtaonline.com
W: www.ewtaonline.com

Ekachai Savetsomphob
Managing Director

Sino-Pacific is a family-owned and one of leading distributors
of fast moving consumer goods in Thailand for over 49 years
with more than 100 brands representation in the region
covering Myanmar, Singapore and Cambodia.

Amorn Pilunthanakul
General Manager

EAST WEST Trading & Agencies Co.,ltd. (EWTA) was established
in 1959 as a trading company to import and distribute dairy
and delicatessen products into the Thai market. Currently,
the company imports a wide range of premium food
products from countries all around the world; Netherlands,
France, Italy, Spain, England, Denmark, Switzerland, German,
Australia, Morocco, and Lithuania. EWTA provides an
assortments of products: dairy products (various cheese
and butter), meat (Corned Beef), pastas, and other
miscellaneous grocery goods such as canned foods,
chocolate, potato chip, jams, fruit juices, mustards, olive,
olives oil, and vinegar. With more than 60 years of
experience in importing and introducing dairy and delicatessen
products into Thailand food service industry, EWTA has an
exceptional understanding of our clients’ needs to create
delightful meals for their customers.
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Global network,
here I come

We’ve been to the moon and back. We’ve mapped every square inch of our planet
and yet there’s still so much more to discover. It’s a matter of seeing opportunities,
not obstacles. And then being flexible enough to roll with them.
To find out how our global team can help you connect in over 40 countries, go to
ingcb.com.

World, here I come

ING Commercial Banking

New individual members
David Payne
Founder & Managing Director
LeadingDelta PTE Ltd
27 Sukhumvit, Sulhumvit Soi 31,
Mitr Mansion Apt 11-A
Klongton Nua, Wattana
Bangkok 10110
T: +66 953675860
E: dave@leadingdelta.com

Laurens Notenboom
Regional Sales Manager APAC & MENA
Accsys Group
511/4 Rama 9 Soi 13 Soi
Chulasamphan Huaykwang Bangkapi
Bangkok 10310
T: +66818718718
E: laurens.notenboom@accsyspl

Edwin Horsman
Director
Liebherr Thailand Co., Ltd.
7 Moo 3, Soi 11 Makam Ku
Nikom Pattana
Rayong 21180
T: +66 38698777
E: edwin@cscoms.com

Maarten Groeneveld
Managing Director
30 SecondsToFly (Thailand) Co., Ltd
No. 9/3 Soi Sukhumvit 56
Bangchak, Phra Khanong
Bangkok 10260
T: +66 818361952
E: maarten@30secondstofly.com

Eric Rosenbaum
Pitak Court D 48
Sathorn soi 1
Thungmahamek Sathorn
Bangkok 10120
T: +66 859026877
E: ericalexrosen@gmail.com

Piet van Roon
The Hangover Bangkok
103/1 Sukhumvit 2
Klongtan Klongtoey
Bangkok 10110
T: +66 936545052
E: pietervanroon@gmail.com

Gideon Otto Moolenburgh
169/116 Mantana Onnut
Wongwaen 3
Kanjanaphisek Road
Dokmai, Pravet
Bangkok 10250
E: gideonmoo@hotmail.com

Jos Campman
Jos Campman Mediamanagement/
Tekst/PR & Typisch Thailand
Saladaeng Executive, 5A
19/12 Soi Yommarat
Saladaeng, Silom
Bang Rak Bangkok 10500
T: +66 870745645
E: jcampman@hotmail.com

Henk Burgerhout
Marcom Consultant
CivilianWood
Condo One X
Sukhumvit 26, Sukhumvit Road,
Khlong Tan, Khlong Toei
Bangkok 10110
T: +66 932601291
E: henkb60@hotmail.com

Yke
Hotel Owner
Asiadomes, Co., Ltd.
372/3 Moo 2
Ao Nang, Ao Nang
Krabi 81180
T: +66 619450029
E: info@ykekooistra.co

Roeland Bos
Managing Director
FlowPro Asia Pacific Ltd.
60/27 Moo 6 Soi Kingkaew
52, Kingkaew
Road, Rachatawa, Bangplee,
Samutprakan 10540
T: +66 27388960
E: roeland.bos@dampers.com

Jurgen ter Haar
GINGER Lifestyle
Herengracht 7
1382 AE Weesp
The Netherlands
T: +31 6 57888888
E: jurgen@gingerlifestyle.nl
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Member News

F

rom new partnerships and new employees to expanding product ranges and sustainability
........initiatives, our members have not been sitting idle in the past months. Read all their new
developments in this NTCC member news section. If you have any news about your company you
would like to publish in the next Commerce magazine, please contact us at communications@ntccthailand.org
SOME GREAT ADVICE TO ALL NTCC MEMBERS – BY SAMITIVEJ HOSPITALS
5 Do’s
1.   Sitting position and desk height: Ensure that you are sitting correctly by training yourself to sit up straight, with all
your weight on your bottom and your back firmly against your chair. Also, it is important to adjust your chair height to
match your desk.
2. Computer screen height: The monitor should
be placed at eye level, with the keyboard and
mouse a little lower down to ensure that the
shoulders are not required to be lifted too high.
3.   Foot placement: If you have already adjusted
your seat height to match desk height, make
sure that your feet are not hanging down
from the chair or that your knees are not
overextended.
4.   Moving around: Try to change positions
and move your body as often as possible, not
forgetting to stand up and walk around every
hour to stretch your muscles.
5.   Stretching the hip muscles: when sitting for
extended periods of time, the hip flexor muscle
groups, which are responsible for supporting
us as we lean forwards, contract so much that they eventually cease up. Then, when we stand up, the bones in the
lower section of our spine are pulled out of this position, causing back pain. Therefore, muscle stretches such as the
half kneeling stretch can help.
5 Don’ts
1. Avoid sitting cross-legged: Sitting cross-legged can result in the back and spine bending or twisting, while also
causing one hip to be raised above the other, all of which can lead to back pain.
2.   Don’t lean forward in your chair: Sitting with your head leaning forward can increase the pressure on your spinal
column. This pressure can be as great as 4.5kg for every 2.5 centimeters you lean forward.
3.   Don’t sit with your shoulders hunched: Sitting with your back bent and your shoulders hunched over causes shoulder,
neck pain and back pain that spreads throughout the body.
4.   Don’t use chairs that do not provide back support: Aside from making you unable to sit up straight or move
positions easily, sitting without back support means that your back must work hard at all times.
5.   Don’t hold your phone in the crook of your shoulder: Raising your shoulder to hold the telephone in place while
you continue typing on your computer results in shoulder and neck tightness. This then leads to an irregular spinal
curvature which, when held for long periods of time, can also result in back pain.

SPP FIRE PUMPS ASEAN
A global company, SPP Pumps part of the Kirloskar Brothers Group of
companies has led the design and manufacture of centrifugal pumps
and engineered pumping solutions for over 130 years. Serving
challenging industry applications across oil and gas, water, power
generation, construction, mining and fire protection, the brand is
synonymous with pump performance, quality and reliability. To better
service the Fire Pump market with its FM/UL, LPC and NFPA20 approved
vertical turbine, split case, end suction and multistage multi outlet
products from Thailand it has opened recently new sales and service
offices beside Singapore in Indonesia and Malaysia to be a true ASEAN
player. Visit for more information www.spppumps.com Asia section.
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Member News
ROSEWOOD BANGKOK
A visually stunning, vertical architectural marvel,
Rosewood Bangkok’s contemporary form is inspired by
the wai, the famous Thai gesture of greeting. The
silhouette is a creative expression of the Thai spirit. Rich
Thai culture is also emphasized by interior design and
the stunning water features within the hotel that are a
tribute to Bangkok, a city built on water. The 30-story
ultra-luxury hotel is located in a prime location in the
heart of downtown Bangkok along Ploenchit Road and
directly connected to Ploenchit Skytrain Station. The
hotel’s 159 rooms, including 24 unique suites and
villas with private pools and terraces, have contemporary
residential styling and each guest is welcomed and
treated with personalized attention just as if they were
entering their own manor home. The hotel offers an intimate,
secure and private ambience in the heart of Bangkok.
Rosewood Bangkok’s residential style and intimate
ambiance are specially designed for exclusive events
and celebrations. The hotel offers two unique venues
including The Pavilion, a purpose-built, high-end
residential-style venue which offers 320 sq. m. event space
and the Ploenchit Boardroom with an exhilarating
panoramic view of the Bangkok skyline. Located at the
28th floor, this 100-square-meter boardroom is flooded
with natural daylight and is one of most exclusive
meeting space in Bangkok.
Hotel Phone Number +66 2 080 0088
Hotel Website https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/bangkok

THE GREEN LION – MAKE A DIFFERENCE WHILE
TRAVELLING TO SOUTH EAST ASIA
Southeast Asia has long been one of the top dream
destinations for many travelers, well-known for its
welcoming people, great food and fascinating cultural
diversity. From cosmopolitan cities, rural villages to
ancient ruins, you will find it all here. The area is also
blessed the wealth of natural wonders including picturesque
mountain ranges, verdant forests, stunning waterfalls,
breathtaking landscapes and pristine beaches. For over
two decades, The Green Lion has been developing
exciting and meaningful travel programs that not only
provide you leisure and adventure travel experiences
but the opportunity to give back to the society, throughout
several destinations in South East Asia and worldwide.
We offer you the opportunity to experience local culture
through immersion and meeting people, learn about
yourself and others and gain more skills, have some fun
during leisure time and offer something in return through

FOR OUTDOOR ECO-FRIENDLY ADVENTURES,
HEAD TO KHAO SOK
You want something different? You want to be surrounded
by breath-taking nature, but also have some adventure?
Then you want to go to Khao Sok National Park. You want
to explore it by vintage Royal Enfield motor with friends? Or
you want to go with you children and family? Experience the
spirit of Khao Sok, soak up the jungle atmosphere, float the
river with a river tubing adventure, spend the late afternoon
swimming in the river, enjoy the view from your wooden
deck… Khao Sok has Thailand’s largest virgin forests and is
probably one of the oldest evergreen rainforests in the world;
it has amazing Cheow Larn Lake, limestone cliffs and waterfalls.
It also houses five percent of the world’s species! You will
hear gibbons, might see the funky hornbill, macaques or
deer’s. Or the Rafflesia, the largest flowers in the world. It
looks like a giant red bowl lined with yellow spotted petals.
Green Wood Travel offers more than 20 longer and shorter
trips to Khao Sok National Park. You can stay in a raft house
at the lake or in lodges almost hidden in a forest of palm
trees. For local outdoor eco-friendly adventures you want to
check greenwoodtravel.nl or call, because NTCC members
will get something special!

community engagement. Let’s make your next trip to
Southeast Asia more memorable by checking out our
destinations and programs at www.thegreenlion.net.
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THAI GOVERNMENT INTEREST IN UNESCO AWARD
WINNING PROJECT
Philanthropy Connections have been supporting Ban
Nai Soi Community Learning Centre (BNSCLC) for three
years now.
Late last year they received a well-deserved prestigious
award from UNESCO as one of only two projects in an
ASEAN country and very recently, and unexpectedly, a
sizeable group of Thai government officials visited to
show their appreciation.
So what is so special about this project?
- A successful and innovative learning centre for
underprivileged youth
- A focus on high school education, practical vocational
skills and community development skills - Emphasis on
involving the surrounding Thai community in their
activities
The impact of the project goes far beyond the 50
students who graduate each year - they put into
practice what they have learned and fight poverty in
each of their communities.
On every visit we are impressed by the vision, the
innovative ideas and the wonderful and hard work done
by the director, Miss Phornsawan Kitthanakhosit and
her team.
For more information, visit our website at
www.philanthropyconnections.org.

HOLLAND LOGISTICS LIBRARY - A GREAT TOOL
FOR ALL NTCC MEMBERS
The Holland Logistics Library is a unique alliance of
governments, knowledge institutes and companies /
commercial organizations working together to boost
the Dutch logistics sector. Their common goal is to
be the best logistics country in the world by 2020,
which means being the best business location in Europe,
having the best supply chain control and being a
gateway to Europe and the world.
To achieve these goals and retain this status, the logistics
sector has identified multiple actions in areas, including
cross-chain control centers, ICT solutions, synchro-modality, service logistics, supply chain finance, human capital
and simplified rules and regulations. The Holland Logistics
Library is dedicated to promoting Dutch knowledge,
expertise and innovations. It supports individual companies/
commercial organizations and local, regional and national
governments in strengthening their international market
position by offering all relevant and current information in
the optimal format and branding.
The Holland Logistics Library serves everyone who
promotes the Netherlands in terms of logistics, local,
regional and national governments, knowledge institutes,
colleges and universities and companies/commercial
organizations (small and large).
For more information, please visit:
www.hollandlogisticslibrary.com or check out;
www.hollandinternationaldistributioncouncil.com

SEAFOOD BUFFET & THAI CULTURAL SHOW BY
THE RIVER OF KINGS.

Hanuman journeys from heaven to earth in pursuit of
good against evil, in a spectacular mythical performance.

Feast your senses on legendary riverside dining and Thai
cultural heritage. Admire storytelling shows from across
the Kingdom, as Thai dancers perform on the waterfront
stage. Savour a lavish buffet of live chef stations. Select
salads fresh from our hydroponic farm. Indulge in a seafood
bounty, barbeque meats, exciting global flavours and
desert decadence. The Thai Cultural show is daily from
19.30 until 20.30. Seafood Buffet from 18.00 until 22.00.
THB 1,499++ per person (price is subject to 10% service
charge and 7% government tax).

For reservations or more information, please call 0 2476
0022 Ext. 1416 or email: riversidedining@anantara.com

Monday – Thursday : A series of Thai Cultural Shows
dazzle diners on the riverside stage. Divided into six
performances, four Thai dance shows reveal myths and
legends from the four regions of Thailand and two invite
guests to participate in interaction shows.
Friday – Sunday : Adventures of Hanuman Show
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RISING ABOVE THE ORDINARY – DISCOVER AN ALL-NEW WORLD OF MODERN LUXURY AT
CONRAD BANGKOK
Welcome back to Conrad Bangkok! We have just completed a major renovation that makes us the most
technologically advanced hotel in the city, providing you with upgraded facilities and services to make your stay with
us more convenient and luxurious than ever!
What’s new? Your room features cutting-edge conveniences such as mobile digital key access, bedside universal
sockets, as well as USB and multi-media posts, and use of the Hilton Honors Application which brings our intuitive
services right to your fingertips, ensuring that our guests Stay Inspired!
From the enhanced beauty of our lobby furnishings to our Conrad Ballroom equipped with 35 x 5 meter modular LED
panels and a high-definition visual-audio system, along with a fully equipped business center with privates offices,
superb meeting and function rooms, the fitness center you have always dreamed of and recreation for the whole
family, Conrad Bangkok has become than just a place to stay while you are away from home … the new Conrad
Bangkok is where you belong.

INNOVATION IN MANAGEMENT CONNECTIVITY
IT and Digitalization plays an important role within ASEAN countries, it promotes connectivity without borders
and transition to integrate the digital communities.
Skywave Technologies (Thailand) Co. Ltd is a 100%
German owned Software Development Company with
its Head Office located in Bangkok. The company
provides customized software & Digital content
development for clients in Thailand as well as other
countries in the ASEAN region. Skywave Technologies
recently launched their own software application
‘PhoebeThe Feedback App’. The application is used by
HR departments in Bangkok to easily connect with
employees from anywhere at any time. Phoebe supports
and improves communication, reduces work-related
stress and increases work satisfaction remarkably.
Contact for more info, get a demo or 7 Days of free trial
- info@skywavetechnologies.com
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STUDENTS RECEIVED OFFERS FROM OXBRIDGE
Bangkok Patana School is pleased to congratulate
our students who have received offers from Oxbridge
to commence study in September 2019. Class of 2018
graduate, Erin Arnold has been offered a place at the
University of Cambridge to study Medicine whilst two
students from the Class of 2019 have received offers
to study at the University of Oxford. One will read
Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Lady Margaret
Hall, in the same college as Malala Yousafzai, and the
other will be reading Physics at St. Peter’s Hall. We
wish them much success as they continue their
studies in the UK.

Member News
THE RISE OF SERVICED OFFICES AND CO-WORKING SPACE IN ASEAN
ASEAN zone is being more and more attractive, work market has been
evolving fast and new working environment are rising. Southeast Asia’s
growth economy created many new demands from diverse crowd: remote
workers, international workers or local ones.
Setting up their business has been a challenge, indeed people are looking
for more flexibility, to be able to find everything in one place without having
to bother about the management of a space and costs. In addition, starting
a new business in a region with a high fragmented market can be challenging.
Offices with flexible solutions seem to become a lasting trend.
Two main reasons make co-working or serviced offices popular, the first one is the growth of ASEAN economy is
young therefore companies start in these offices. The second one is that those markets are very different, setting up
in an office fully furnished and equipped is easier and faster. These new business centers are not only providing basic
amenities, they are able to help with accounting, recruitment, business registration…
Contact ATa Services for flexible solutions: office rental, virtual office, recruitment, payroll/accounting, visa/work
permit, meeting rooms and much more...

FOOD, MARKETS & DUTY FREE: DISCOVERING
THAILAND-ASEAN LAND BORDERS
Land border crossings from Thailand into neighboring
ASEAN countries present some of the best, most
‘authentic’ travel experiences in the region for travelers
with a passion for discovery.
There are over 30 land or river border crossings from
Thailand giving access to Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
and Malaysia. (Note, however, some of the border posts
are just open to locals using local border passes.)
The most popular international land crossings are:
Aranyaprathet to Poipet (Cambodia), Hat Lek (Trat) to
Koh Kong (Cambodia), Nong Khai to Vientiane (Laos),
Sadao (Satun) to Pedang Besar (Malaysia), and Mae Sai
(Chiang Rai) to Tachilek (Myanmar).
ASEAN member passport holders don’t need visas.
Non-ASEAN passport holders can get a visa on arrival or an entry stamp at most (but not all) of the cross
points. The busy border crossings such as Vientiane/
Nong Khai have reasonably good duty free shopping
options. The browsing for mementoes and bargains is a
major attraction regardless of nationality.
Visa regulations and opening and closing times of
border posts change all the time. We recommend that
Thailand based tourists contact Khiri Travel Thailand
to find out about exciting cross-border itineraries from
Thailand into neighboring countries. Visit Khiri.com. Or
email: sales.thailand@khiri.com.

TURNING VEGETABLES INTO A LIVELIHOOD
U Ang Chanh Thar lived in a hut. His harvests in the early
years of being a farmer, following in his parents’
footsteps, were minimal and of low quality.
Fast forward a few years and things are significantly
different for the 33-year-old.
Thar’s harvests have doubled, last year he made a record
profit of $850 USD from his tomato crop alone and his
family live in a more comfortable house. He is one of an
estimated 750,000 people in Myanmar who count
vegetable farming as an important source of income.
To find out what is behind Thar’s transformation as a
successful farmer, scan the QR code or search “Myoe
Sae” to watch on Youtube. Myoe Sae (which means
“seed” in Myanmar language) is a documentary series
focusing on the lives of smallholder farmers.
It also examines the roles of local technical experts
from East-West Seed’s Knowledge Transfer program,
who aim to equip farmers with the skills they need to
be profitable and sustainable farmers. Subscribe to the
channel as more episodes in this series will be added
throughout the year
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